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In recent years, the perpetuation of many serious crimes by adoles¬
cents has served to focus attention on the problem of juvenile delinquency,
particularly gang delinquency In urban areas. The term "delinquency"
refers to prohibited forms of conduct ranging from behavior ordinarily
designated as crime to such behavior as truancy, being ungovernable or
beyond parental control, late hours, malicious mischief and destruction
of property. Intoxication, theft, gambling, sexual misconduct and viola¬
tion of traffic laws.^
There are various theories on the origin and development of delin¬
quent behavior. The major sets of etiological factors currently adduced
to explain delinquency are In simplified terms (l) the physiological,
delinquency resulting from organic pathology, (2) the psychodynamic,
delinquency Is a behavior disorder resulting primarily from emotional dis¬
turbance generated by a defective mother-child relationship, (3) the
environmental, delinquency Is the product of disruptive forces, that Is
2
disorganization In the Individual's physical or social environment.
Marshall B. Cllnard, "Secondary Community Influences and Juvenile
Delinquency," In The Problem of Delinquency, ed. by Sheldon Glueck
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1959), pp. 192-93•
2Walter Miller, "Lower Class Culture as a Generating Milieu of Gang
Delinquents," Journal of Social Issues. XIV, No. 3 (1958), 5»
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The last approach focuses attention on blighted areas of large
cities as breeding grounds of juvenile delinquency. In their studies of
the etiology of delinquent behavior, Shaw and McKay‘S found that delin¬
quency and crime tended to be confined to delimited areas and further¬
more that such behavior persisted despite demographic changes in the
areas. This tended to suggest that there is a definite relationship
between disorganized areas in the city and juvenile delinquency.
Gang delinquency refers to those delinquent acts that are committed
in companionship with others. Research findings contend that more delin¬
quent youngsters commit their delinquencies in the company of peers and
that gang delinquency is a lower class phenomenon. Of 5»480 offenders,
Shaw found that only 18.5 percent had committed their offenses alone.
Among the remaining cases 30.3 per cent had a single companion; 27.7
percent had four companions; 10.8 percent had three companions; 7*1 per
cent had four companions; 3*9 percent had five companions. Stealing was
found to be especially group centered, for 89 percent of those charged
with theft were brought into court with accomplices.
The Gluecks in one of their early studies found that approximately
seven-tenths of one thousand delinquent boys had committed their offenses
in the company of others.^
^Clifford Shaw and Henry McKay, Delinquent Areas (Chicago: Uni¬
versity of Chicago Press, 1929)* pp. 198-206.
4
Clifford Shaw and Henry McKay, "Social Factors in Delinquency,"
Report on the Causes of Crime, National Commission on Law Observance
and Enforcanent, Vol. 11, pp, 155-156.
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The fact of lower status over representation among juvenile delin¬
quents was first strongly indicated by the findings of Shaw and McKay
(1929).^ They discovered that the proportion of boys brought to court
for crimes remained constantly higher in Chicago neighborhoods populated
by lower status families; even while people themselves moved upward on
the social scale and outward from Chicago's Loop, higher delinquency
rates did not move with the population but were properties of lower
status neighborhoods irrespective of the indivudals or ethnic groups*
Later %tfork$ by Shaw and McKay and their associates (1942)^ uncovered
identical phenomenon in Seattle, Philadelphia, Denver and else%«here.
Other researchers have found substantially the same association between
0
high delinquency rates and lower status — Kvaraceas (1944), Carr
(1950)^ and Burgess (1952).^^
Thus, for many years, it has been observed that socially and
physically deteriorated urban areas are marked by both high delinquency
rates and numerous gangs, many of which engage in anti-social and crimi¬
nal conduct. Professor Thrasher, who is generally recognized as the
^Clifford Shaw and Henry McKay, Delinquent Areas(Chicaqo: Uni¬
versity of Chicago Press, 1929), pp* 198-206.
^Clifford Shaw and Henry McKay, Juvenile Delinquency and Urban
Areas (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1942).
®W. C. Kvaraceas and W, B. Miller, Delinquent Behavior: Culture
and the Individual (Washington, D. C.: National Education Association,
T959)".
^L. J. Carr, Delinquency Control (New York: Harper and Row,
1950).
W. Burgess, "The Economic Factor in Juvenile Delinquency,"
Journal of Criminal Law. Criminology, and Political Science. XXXXIII
II952), 29-42.
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modern expert on the sociology of the gang, studied 1,3i3 gangs contain*
ing 25,000 members concentrated around Chicago's Loop. He concluded
that gangs are characteristically found in geographically and socially
institial areas, and often in sections Mhere expanding industrial plants
encroach upon the city's older residential quarters. He sees the gang
as "an interstitial group" originally formed spontaneously and integrated
through conflict.
The activities of delinquent gangs have constituted a serious prob¬
lem in large cities. World War II witnessed the growth of many "combat"
gangs, some of which were responsible for such crimes as mugging, rape,
homicide and various types of petty racketeering. In the I920's,
Thrasher reported forerunners: The murderers, whose members stole from
delivery wagons, broke into carboxes and stole autos for joy rides;
The Dirty Dozen, an especially aggressive gang that deliberately pro¬
voked ethnic groups as well as rival gangs and earned its money by boot¬
legging and stealing.
In more recent years, these patterns are repeated with the gangs
acquiring more lethal weapons, including knives, guns, knuckles and
chains. These weapons have been put to use quite frequently by the teen¬
age gangs.
The Uniform Crime Reports, which gives the arrest of all age groups
show that the ages 17-21 predominate in the frequency of arrests. Accord
ing to Thrasher,^^ most of the committments for larcency, burglary, forg¬
ery, fraud, rape and trespassing are of persons nineteen years old. The
^^Frederic Thrasher, The Gang: A Study of 1.313 Gangs in Chicago
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 19661, p. 282.
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majority of committments for robbery, homicide, disorderly conduct, assault,
carrying concealed weapons, fraud, adultery, profanity, gambling, prosti¬
tution, fornication, malicious mischief and violating city ordinances
comes between the ages of 21 and 2k years*
Gangs composed of younger boys prefer less risky types of delin¬
quency, while the older adolescents are likely to undertake the most
serious crimes.
The purpose of this investigation will be to compare data which
deal with the rating of youths by detached workers in terms of the amount
of participation in delinquent acts with regards to the following vari¬
ables: geographical area, seriousness of the acts committed and the age
of the gang.
The investigation is concerned with the study of gangs and gang
involved boys contacted by the Program for Detached Workers of the YMCA
of Metropolitan Chicago. The first detached worker was placed with a
group of boys in February, 1956. This marked the beginning of a pilot
project. The operations for this pilot project was expanded in 1957.
In 1958, it became the Program for Detached Workers. The detached
workers is so called because of his detachment from the regular opera¬
tion of his agency. His job is to seek out the gang and identify with
its members while assuring them that he likes them as individuals even
12
though he disapproves of their behavior.
12
John Moland, "Cross Pressures: A Study of the Reconciliation
by Gang Boys of the Perceived Expectations of Others." Unpublished
Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago,
1967.
6
In Septendjer, 1959* the Youth Studies Program of the Department of
Sociology at the University of Chicago began its operation. The purpose
of this program was to evaluate the Program for Detached Workers and to
conduct research into the causes of juvenile delinquency. The detached
workers were used as the main source of gathering data.
Statement of the Problem
The major concern here is to determine: To what extent do simi¬
larities exist in the participation in delinquent behavior among gangs
from the same geographical areas as compared with those from different
geographical areas of the city of Chicago?
Specifically, the following questions are raised:
1. Do gangs from the same geographical area tend to
exhibit greater similarity in delinquent patterns
of behavior than do gangs from different geo¬
graphical areas?
2. To what extent does the type of offense influence
the amount of participation in delinquent acts
among gangs from the same and different geographi¬
cal areas?
Hypothesis
In view of the foregoing concerns, it may be hypothesized that
gang variations in the participation in the delinquent acts are influ¬
enced by geographical areas.
Specifically:
1. To the extent that gangs from the same neighborhood
area are exposed to the same social, cultural and
physical environment, there will be or is expected
to be similarities in the delinquent behavior pattern.
72.To the extent that the type of offense is a factor
in delinquency involvement, gangs will differ sig¬
nificantly in the type of delinquent acts in which
they most frequently participate by geographical
areas.
Definition of Terms
1. The gang is viewed as a group with a social struc¬
ture and patterns of behavior adapted to the environ¬
mental influences (social, cultural, physical) of the
lower class society.
2. Gang delinquency refers to delinquent acts committed
in companionship with others.
3. Delinquent acts (behaviors) are those acts committed
by individuals within specified age limits which if
known to official authorities could result in legal
action.
4. Age of the gang refers to the average (mean) age of
the members of the gang.
5. Geographical areas refer to specific areas of the
city of Chicago—Westside, Near South, and the
Near North.
Theoretical Orientation
The gang may be viewed as a group with social structure and pat¬
terns of behavior adapted to the environmental influences (social,
cultural, physical) of the lower class society. In developing their
gangs, boys cannot go beyond their experiences, observation of adults.
Hence their codes and chosen activities must be studied with reference
to the moral codes and activities they meet in the communities where
they live.
There are two basic traditions which focus attention on the
development of delinquent gangs and gang subcultures, the cultural
tradition and the anomic tradition. The cultural tradition emphasizes
8
the cultural processes and environmental circumstances associated with
the conditions of delinquency in tower class neighborhoods. The ideas
of cultural conflict, transmission of culture, the learning of criminal
behavior and the ecological distribution of certain kinds of deviant
behavior have provided the major framework for describing the criminal
culture of the gang. Shaw, McKay, Sutherland, Whyte and Kobrin have
made eminent contributions in this tradition. More recently. Miller has
13
added to this stream of understanding.
The anomic tradition was contributed by Ourkheim and Merton. The
anomic theory focuses attention on the social structure with stress on
the institutional means available to achieve culturally induced goals.
Contributing further to the development of the anomic tradition are the
theories of Cohen, Cloward and Ohiin.
Findings in these traditions suggests the presence of a set of
beliefs, practices and values which influences the behavior of the gang.
Walter Miller^^ describes features of lower class culture which explains
the prevalence of gangs and their involvement in delinquency. He views
gang delinquency as a direct attempt to adhere to forms of behavior and
to achieve standards of values as they are defined within the gang's
community.
Socialization in "female»based households" creates identity prob>
lems that are worked out in the street with the gang. Six lower class
13
See works by these writers listed in the bibliography.
%alter Miller, "Lower Class Culture as a Generating Milieu of
Gang Delinquents," Journal of Social Issues. XIV, No. 3 (1958), 5-19.
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focal concerns and two concerns of lower class adolescents street corner
groups are hypothesized to bring about much delinquent behavior. Concern
over troubles toughnesss fate* smartnesss excitement and autonomy are
general among lower class persons. At a somewhat higher level of abstrac*
tion, concern with "status" and "belonging" characterize male adolescent
corner groups.
Merton's theory emphasizes not so much the economic deprivation
of residents of high gang areas as it does their deprivation relative to
aspirations. He contends that a society with an open classsystem tends
to indoctrinate all groups with relatively high status aspirations^ and
the possession of material goods and a high style of living. These are
the sovereign symbols of status and success. But different racial,
ethnic and class grouping, although more or less "equal" in their aspira«
tions, are radically unequal in their ability to realize those aspira«
tions by legitimate means. In those areas Wiere the discrepancy between
the "culture goals" and the "Institutionalized means" are greatest, a
condition of anomie prevails—a condition of breakdown of the relative
norms. Thus, the people have recourse to whatever means that will
"work".’5
Within the framework of goals, norms and opportunities, the process
of deviance was conceptualized. Each individual has internalized goals
and normatives, regulatory rules; he experiences strain, and he selects
one or another mode of adaptation. Merton presents five alternative
’^Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe,
Illinois: The Free Press, 1957), pp. 131-160.
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adaptations or adjustments.^^ Adaptation I (Conformity to both cultural
goals and means); Adaptation II (Innovation—acceptance of goa1s> rejec¬
tion of means); Adaptation III (Ritualism—rejection of cultural goals,
acceptance of means); Adaptation IV (Re treat ism—rejection of goals and
means); Adaptation V (Rebellion—rejection and substitution of new goals
and means.)
Cohen^^ recognized some forces in the lives of lower status boys
which encourage the fresh formation of delinquent gangs. He accounts
for the emergence of delinquent gangs in terms of status problems which
are involved in the discrepancy between culture goals and institutional¬
ized means. For him, delinquency consists largely of violence and pro¬
perty destruction or appropriation in which goods stolen have little or
no intrinsic value to the thief, illicit sexual behavior as nonutili¬
tarian, malicious and negativistic, characterized by a "short run
hedonism".
Cohen called this pattern of collective behavior, the delinquent
subculture. The subculture is viewed as a set of beliefs and practices
carried and supported by the lower class youths. These youths are
equipped poorly for meeting the numerous day to day situations in which
they are judged in terms of middle class standards. Sharing similar
problems and free to associate with each other in their local neighbor-
18
hoods, they tend to draw together in little groups and gangs.
^^Robert K. Merton, "Social Structure and Anomie," in The Sociology
of Crime and Delinquency, ed. by Marvin Wolfgang (New York: John Wiley
and Sons, 1962), p. 239.
^^Albert Cohen, Delinquent Boys: The Culture of the Gang (Glencoe,
Illinois: Free Press, 1955), pp. 24-32.
^®Ibid.
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Cloward and Ohlin add to Merton's basic premise. They contend that
disparity between cultural goals and socially structured opportunities
for their achievement creates special problems of adjustment for youthful
members of the lower classes and make them particularly susceptible to
the adoption of nonconformist strategies for achievement. Thus, they see
the delinquent gang as emerging in response to blocked legitimate avenues
of opportunity. Legitimate means to success goals are limited and intense
pressures are exerted toward deviant behavior.
Those youths who feel deprived of access to legitimate opportuni¬
ties seek opportunities for advancement by illegitimate means. Illegiti¬
mate means are not available to all, tihus Cloward and Ohlin theorized
three distinct deviant patterns of behavior as developing in lower class
areas; the criminal, retreatist and conflict adaptations. They state
that the criminal subculture is likely to arise in a neighborhood milieu
characterized by close bonds of integration between age levels of offenders
and between criminal and conventional elements. The criminal pattern
stresses the achievement of the success goal through the means of the
"big score", the "connection" and being a "right guy". The conflict
pattern occurs in the disorganized urban area where adolescents are cut
off from institutionalized channels, criminal as well as legitimate.
Thrown back on their resources, adolescents seize upon the manipu¬
lation of violence as a route to status. The conflict pattern stresses
19
Richard Cloward and Lloyd Ohlin, "Delinquency and Opportunity:
A Theory of Delinquent Gangs," British Journal of Sociology. XII
(September, 1961), 282-89.
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the normative attributes of "rep" and "heart" as modified or transmuted
version of success status. The retreatist pattern characterized mainly
by drug use> is essentially an adjustment to failure or "double failure".
The retreatist pattern is a response to the failure to overcome either
internalized prohibitions regarding illegitimate means or the socially
structured barriers to the acquisitions of legitimate and illegitimate
means. The retreatist subculture is characterized by the attributes
of "kicks", "hustle" and "cool".
Review of Literature
Comparative research on the gang and gang behavior is almost non*
existent. Research in the area of delinquency has been limited to com¬
parison of individual behavior rather than collective behavior. This
way of describing delinquency is implicit in .the dominant methodological
model which compares an experimental group of delinquents, or a group
of one time offenders with a group of recidivists and attempts to relate
these differences in individual behavior to differences in situational
or developmental backgrounds.
This method is good for certain kinds of problems but it cannot
yield information on subcultures. Cultural patterns are inferred from
the observation of groups as a whole, of the social relationship among
their members, of what happens when they are apart, of the order sequen¬
ces, the variety of group activities, delinquent and non-delinquent, of
interaction between the group and other groups and the large community
as well. Such patterns do not emerge from a table of individual differ¬
ences .
With the exception of comparisons by sex, most of the studies
13
consist of simple frequency distributions of delinquent acts. There are
few studies mapping out the distribution of different kinds of delinquen¬
cies, much less different kinds of delinquent subcultures.
The book. Group Process and Gang Delinquency is of particular
importance to the study of gangs and to this investigation. It consists
of a set of papers that are rich in insights and data about the life of
inner city gang boys. The project on which the book is based was a
collective enterprise. The theoretical formulations of Cohen, Cloward
and Oh tin and Miller provided initial research hypotheses} the detached
worker program of Chicago provided access to gang boys.
The general plan of the research called for sampling of White and
Negro youths from each of three categories; lower class gang boys, lower
class non-gang boys and middle class boys. Comparisons by race, class
and gang status are pervasive features of the data analysis, supplemented
by other comparisons and various procedures dictated by emerging hypo¬
theses and by the nature of available data. The data are varied, rang¬
ing from questionnaire responses to detached worker reports of gang
incidents.
The significance of this book is not so much the findings, but the
introduction of new methods of research in studying gangs.
The study conducted by Gerald Robin on twenty-seven known delin¬
quent Negro male gangs in Philadelphia is significant to this investiga¬
tion. The author performs a valuable service by analyzing the officially
21 James F. Short and Fred L, Strodtbeck, Group Process and Gang
Delinquency (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965).
22
Gerald Robin, "Gang Member Delinquency: Its Extent, Sequence
and Typology," Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science.
LXIX (March, 19^), 59-^5.
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recorded offenses of Negro gang members. These data represent a useful
baseline for comparative studies. In addition, the data on individual
offense patterns, progression on delinquency involvement, and the time
lapse between offenses have a direct utility to those concerned with
the development of reliable and sensitive measures of change in offense
patterns over time.
Robin sets up a typology of delinquent offense which is signi¬
ficant to this study.He divides the delinquent acts into three
categories: (l) Offense against the Person, which included homicide,
forcible rape, simple and aggravated assault, robbery, threats to do
bodily harm and weapon violations; (2) Offense against Property, which
included burglary, larceny and receiving stolen goods, and (3) General
Disorderly Conduct, which included all other offenses.
The study, “Behavior Dimensions of Gang Delinquency*'^^ by Short
and Tennyson was conducted in order to determine the nature of behavioral
patterns characterizing the gang boys. Data were collected from 598
members of 16 “delinquent gangs" assigned detached workers by the
Program for Detached Workers of the YMCA of Metropolitan Chicago.
Their major concern was to relate observed hypothesized patterns of
behavior and assess their significance for subcultural theory. By means
of factor analysis, the researchers itemized five factors which charac-
^^Ibid.. p. 65.
24James F. Short and Ray A. Tennyson, “Behavior Dimensions of
Gang Behavior," American Sociological Review. XXVIII (June, 1963).
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terize delinquent gang behavior patterns. Factor I (Conflict Pattern)
includes behavior of individual fighting, group fighting, concealed
weapons and assault. Factor 11 (Stable Corner Activity) includes
individual sports, team sports, social activities and gambling. Factor
in (Stable Sex'^naturity) includes sexual intercourse, petting, signi¬
fying and work experience. Factor IV (Retreatist) includes the use
of narcotics, pot, homosexuality and common law marriage. Factor V
(Authority Protest) includes auto theft, driving without a license,
attempted suicide, pimping and runaway.
The following three studies involve the study of gangs in the
areas of Chicago. Thus, the investigator feels that they should be
mentioned. The first study, "Valuesand Gang Delinquency"^^ by Gordon
and Others was viewed from three theoretical positions on gang delin¬
quency. Hypotheses concerning values of gang, non-gang lower class and
non-gang middle class boys were tested with semantics differential.
Contrary to expectations, the data indicated no differences between
gangs, lower class and middle class boys, both Negro and white, in their
evaluations and legitimation of behaviors governed by middle class
prescriptive norms. The samples differed most in their attitudes toward
the deviant behaviors, tending to form a gradient, with gang boys most
^^Robert Gordon, James Short, Desmond Cartwright and Fred Strodt-
beck, "Values and Gang Delinquency: A Study of Street Corner Groups,"
American Journal of Sociology.LXIX (September, 1963), 109-28.
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tolerant and middle class boys least tolerant.
In the second study^^ by Short and Others, certain aspects of the
opportunity structure paridigmwere operationalized in a study of gangs
in Chicago. Negro and white lower class gang boys were compared with
lower class non-gang boys from the same neighborhoods and with middle
class boys of the same race. The ranking of the six race-by-class-by-
gang status groups on official delinquency rates corresponded more
closely to ranking on perception of legitimate opportunities than to
ranking on perception of illegitimate opportunities, which is con¬
sistent with the assumption tfiat illegitimate opportunities intervene
after legitimate opportunities have been appraised and found wanting.
Gang members perceived illegitimate opportunities as available less
often than non-gang boys; lower class boys, less often than middle
class; and Negro boys, less often than white boys. Differences in per¬
ceptions of illegitimate opportunities were in the reverse direction
as expected.
27
The last of these studies was conducted by Irving Spergel. He
attempted to assess patterns of deviant behavior, mainly of Negro boys,
eight to twelve years old, but also of older youth and young adults
in three Chicago Neighborhoods, North Lawndale (LLC), West Woodlawn
(ULC) and East Woodlawn (MLC). In addition, the researcher was inter¬
ested in differences in aspirations and expectation levels, and in
James Short, Jr., "Perceived Opportunities, Gang Membership
and Delinquency," American Sociological Review. XXX (February, I965),
56-67.
27
Irving Spergel, "Deviant Patterns of Pre-Adolescent Negro Boys,"
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perception of certain types of opportunities available to conformists
and deviant children eight to twelve years old.
Comparisons were made between conformists and various types and
combinations of deviants mainly between East Woodlawn (MLC) and North
Lawndale (LLC). An interview schedule of 72 items was the primary
source of data. Findings of this study indicate: (l) that more of the
boys were classified as deviant than conformist; (2) that lower lower
class neighborhoods had the highest proportion of deviant boys* (3)
that patterns of conflict were similar for eight to twelve year old
deviants in the lower lower class and the middle lower class neighbor¬
hoods.
There are other studies which are related directly to the inves¬
tigator's study. Many of these studies are included in the bibliography
of this study.
Research Design
The readers of this investigation should be mindful of the fact
that the decision to study lower class gang delinquency and lower class
delinquents occurred first of all as a result of a research opportunity
provided by the YMCA of Chicago. The theories that are reviewed as the
orientation for inquiry are concerned with explaining the nature of
lower class gang delinquency. Although the theories are difficult to
operationalize in ways which will permit testing of the relative merit
of each> they do present alternative explanations of behavior which are
in Juvenile Gangs in Context, ed. by Malcolm Klein (New Jersey: Pren-
tice-Hall, Inc., 1957), pp. 38-54.
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the same.
The ability of the YMCA to establish contact with delinquent gangs
and to establish intimate contact with them are great strengths of the
study. This study is based on the detached workers' rating of gang
boys contacted by the program of the YMCA in 1964.
The data for this study were collected in 1964 and were provided
the researcher by Professor John Mol and who was connected with the
research staff of the University of Chicago Project. With the permis¬
sion of Professor Moland, the investigator will undertake to analyze
this data. The data being collected on gangs found in the same areas
using the same instrument (questionnaire) provide the basis for com¬
parison. The data will be manipulated so as to show the similarities
in participation in delinquent behavior in the light of delinquency
causation and subcultural theory. Participation will be related statis¬
tically to other variables such as age, area and type of offenses.
Research Tool
The data were collected by means of a structured questionnaire
administered to detached workers. Each worker was asked to bring in a
roster of gang members with whom he had worked. The names of these
rosters were placed on the questionnaire administered to the detached
worker for his rating of the boys.
In order for the worker to understand the amount and range of
delinquent involvement of these boys (l) he was asked to rate the boys
only after six months or more of contact with them; (2) he was asked
to restrict his ratings to boys whom he and the group recognized as
19
group members and (3) he was asked to limit his ratings to information
in which he was confident. An item-by-item review of their reports
was undertaken by the research staff in order to insure the most accur¬
ate reporting possible. Each gang member was rated by only one rater.
Thus, no reliability checks were available. The training of the raters,
the interview review of all ratings and the relatively objective charac¬
ter of the behaviors rated give the researcher some confidence in the
reliability of the method.
The questionnaire consisted of background information on the gang
boys and behavior categories. The list of behavior categories repre¬
sent a wide range of delinquent and non-delinquent behaviors. It in¬
cluded behavior observed in other studies of street corner life, by
police as well as researchers and other observers. Each behavior was
defined carefully for the workers and their ratings were discussed in
detail in order to insure standardization and accuracy of reporting.
Sample
The data was collected from 305 members of 12 delinquent gangs
selected broadly from the Chicago gangs assigned the detached workers.
There are 4 gangs (79 members) from the Westside, 4 gangs (92 members)
from the Near South and 4 gangs (134 members) from the Near North area.
The gangs included junior and senior gangs from these areas ranging in
size from 17 to 42 and in age from 11 to 25* Initially, gangs were
selected on the basis of their troublesome character to the community
as judged by police complaints, the reports of welfare agencies and by
the field investigations of the Detached Worker Staff,
20
Purposive selection, as opposed to methods of probability sampling,
was used because of the interest in behaviors which represented a vari>
ety of behavior adaptations with which the theories of gang delinquency
was concerned. Then, too, no list of gangs from which probability
samples would be drawn was available. Even if a list had been avail¬
able, competent observers from the police and youth-work fields ascer¬
tain that it would have been obsolete from the day of its completion,
so shifting is the membership and the identity of these groups. The
study is biased in that it contains gangs from the delinquent end of
the delinquent-non-delinquent continium of the gang population.
Procedure
The procedure to be used in the analysis of data involve the com¬
putation of percentages of participation in each delinquent act by the
gang boys. These percentages will be used as the basis for comparison
of the amount and similarities in participation for the gang boys and
will be summarized by descriptive charts.
The behaviors will be placed into a typology of participation
which consists of three categories: (l) low participation—less than
thirty percent of the gang boys; (2) moderate participation—at least
thirty percent of the gang boys but less than sixty percent of the
gang boys; (3) high participation—sixty percent or more of the gang
boys. The division was based on the assumptions that (a) a low percen¬
tage of participation would indicate a behavior that is not a group
behavior nor is it strongly influenced by the group, (b) a moderate
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percentage of participation would indicate a behavior that is strongly
influenced by the group but not necessarily a group behavior; (c) a
high percentage of participation would indicate a behavior that is
both strongly influenced by the group and a group behavior.
CHAPTER II
SOME BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GANG BOYS
The primary purpose of this study was to compare gang boys from
three areas of the city of Chicago in terms of their participation in
various delinquent behaviors. In an attempt to provide some background
information on the gang boys, this section treats such social charac*
teristies as personal data, status in the gang and the gang boys' con*
tact with legal authorities.
According to research, most boys reach their peak of delinquent
activities in their middle teens. Then their delinquent activities tend
to subside. Regardless of the area or particular gang, the ages of the
gang boys under study ranged from eleven to twenty*five years with a
mean age of 17.16 years. Thirty-six and six-tenths percent of these
boys were 18 years of age and over, therefore having passed their juven¬
ile status, while 5.9 percent of the boys were under 14 years of age.
Thus, over one-half (57.5 percent) of the boys were in their middle teens
14-17 years of age. Table 1 presents a further breakdown for all boys
in the study.
In regard to geographical areas and particular gangs, the findings
are presented in Tables 2 and 3* Of the Westside gang boys, 29.2 percent
were 18 years of age and over while 11.3 percent were less than 14 years






















South gang boys, 33*7 percent were 18 years of age and over while 4.3
percent were less than 14 years of age and 61.9 percent were between
the ages of 14 and 17* Of the Near North gang boys, 42.5 percent were
18 years and over while 3*7 percent were less than 14 years of age and
52.9 percent were between ages 14 and 17. Thus over half of the boys
from all areas were in their middle teens»in the peak of their delinquent
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behavior.
Table 3 presents a breakdown of age with regard to areas and the
gang composition of each area.
TABLE 2
AGE OF GANG BOYS BY AREAS
Age Westside Near South Near North
11 5 6.3 4 4.3 4 3.0
12 2 2.5 0 0 0 0
13 2 2.5 0 0 1 .7
14 5 6.3 0 0 0 0
15 7 8.9 2 2.2 13 9.7
16 12 15.2 22 23.9 29 21.6
17 22 27.8 33 35.8 29 21.6
18 8 10.1 8 8.7 23 17.1
19 6 7.6 9 9.8 16 12.0
20 5 6.3 7 7.6 7 5.2
21 1 1.3 5 5.4 10 7.5
22 1 1.3 2 2.2 1 .7
23 1 1.3 0 0 0 0
24 1 1.3 0 0 0 0
25 1 1.3 0 0 0 0
Totals 79 100.0 92 100.0 134 100.0
Means 16.38 17.29 16.67
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TABLE 3
AGE OF GANG BOYS BY INDIVIDUAL GANG
Gangs Mean Age Standard Deviation
Westside
1. Junior Vice Lords 19 2.32
2. Midget Vice Lords 15.05 1.51
3. Roman Saints 15.35 2.51
4. Sr. Albany Lords
(NYSPC) 17.71 1.45
Near South
1. Junior Rebels 17.04 1.16
2. Junior Nobles 17.44 1.92
3. Clover Vipers 16.90 .94
4. Senior Rebels 18.00 3.66
Near North
1* Vikings 16.86 3.31
2. 911 Club Prophets 18.57 3.31
3. Junior Playboys 16.25 1.05
4, Senior Playboys 18.58 1.43
Most of the boys spent their major time in socially accepted ways.
Regardless of the areas» 73*1 percent of the gang boys were either in
school fu11«time and/or employed full-time or part-time. (See Table 4).
About one-fourth (26,6 percent) of the boys spent their major time doing
nothing.
When major use of time is examined by geographical areas, 68.4
percent of the Westside gang boys were either in school full-time and/or
employed full or part-time while 31*6 percent of the boys did nothing.
Of the Near South gang boys 74.9 percent were either in school and/or
employed full or part-time while 25 percent did nothing. Of the Near
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TABLE 4
MAJOR USE OF TIME - - ALL GANG BOYS
Responses Number Percent
Full-time employed 77 25.2
Part-time employed and unemployed 25 8.2
School» full-time 112 36.7




Unemployed, doing nothing 81 26.6
No responses 1 0.3
Totals 305 100.0
TABLE 5
MAJOR USE OF TIME -- GANG BOYS BY AREAS
Responses Westside Near South Near North
Full-time employed 16 20.0 24 26.1 37 28.0
Part-time employed and
unemployed 9 11.4 7 7.6 9 6.7
School full-time 29 36.7 34 36.9 49 36.6
School full-time and part-
time employed 0 0 4 4.3 5 3.7
Unemployed—doing nothing 25 31.6 23 25.0 33 24.6
No Responses 0 0 0 0 1 .7
Totals 79 100.0 92 100.0 134 100.0
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North gang boys 55 percent were either in school and/or employed while
24.6 percent did nothing.
It is significant to note that most of the boys regardless of
area usually got their money from legitimate sources} 72.8 percent
either from work or family allowance (See Table 6). Only 3*6 percent
of the boys got their money solely from delinquent acts committed while
16.1 percent of the boys got their money from semi-legitimate sources
(delinquent acts and family allowance or delinquent acts and work).
When source of income is examined by geographical areas* 69.6 percent
of the Westside gang boys got their money from legitimate sources while
only 6.3 percent got their money from delinquent acts committed. Of
the Near South gang boys 80.5 percent got their money from legitimate
sources while only 4.3 percent got their money from delinquent acts.
Of the Near North gang boys 61.1 percent got their money from legiti¬
mate sources while only 1.1 percent got their money solely from delin¬
quent acts committed. All other boys from all areas got their money
from semi-legitimate sources (See Table 7)*
The findings regarding employment and income of the gang boys'
families are presented in Tables 8-13. These aspects will not be
elaborated upon except to say that the findings are indicative of the
employment and income of the lower class.
Status in the Gang
To get at the boys' status in the gangs* questions relating to
membership and leadership were analyzed. Findings in these regards
are presented in appropriate discussions and tables to follow.
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TABLE 6
PRIMARY SOURCES OF INCOME.>ALL GANG BOYS
Responses Nimiber Percent
Family allowance 100 32.8
Part-time work 32 10.5
Full-time work 14 22.0
Delinquent acts 11 3.6
Family allowance and part-time work 20 4.9
Family allowance and delinquent acts 36 11.8
Part-time work and delinquent acts 3 1.0
Full-time work and delinquent acts 10 3.3





OF INCOME—GANG BOYS BY AREA
Responses Westside Near South Near North
Family allowance 33 41.7 32 34.8 35 26.1
Part-time work 11 13.9 15 16.3 6 4.5
Ful1-time work 10 12.7 24 26.1 30 22.3
Delinquent acts 5 6.3 4 4.3 2 1.5
Family allowance and
part-time work 1 1.3 3 3.3 11 8.2
Family allowance and
delinquent acts 12 15.2 0 0 24 17.8
Part-time work and
delinquent acts 0 0 0 0 3 2.2
Full-time work and
delinquent acts 0 0 0 0 10 7.5
Sponges off other boys
or broke 7 8.9 8 8.7 12 9.0
Unknown 0 0.0 6 6.5 1 .7
Totals 79 100.0 92 100.0 134 100.0
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TABLE 8
EXTENT OF EMPLOYMENT, FAMILY—ALL GANG BOYS
Responses Number Percent
Full time 167 54.8
Retired (Social Security or Pension) 2 0.6
Part-time itinerant never fully employed 0 0
Welfare all income ADC 46 15.1
Part income welfare other i1 legal 2 0.6




EXTENT OF EMPLOYMENT, FAMILY—GANG BOYS BY AREA
Responses Westside Near South Near North
Full time 44 55.7 54 59.7 69 51.5
Retired (Social Security
or pension) 2 2.5 0 0 0 0
Part-time itinerant never
fully employed 0 0 0 0 0 0
Welfare all income ADC 26 33.0 12 13.0 8 6.0
Part-time income welfare
other illegal 0 0 2 2,2 0 0
Part income welfare
other legal 2 2.5 3 3.3 7 5.2
Unknown 5 6.3 21 22.8 50 37.2
Totals 79 92 134
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TABLE 10




Illegitimate clearly criminal 5 1.7




SOURCE AND LEVEL OF INCOME, FAMILY..GANG BOYS BY AREA
Responses Westside Near South Near North
Legitimate 74 93.7 70 76.1 79 58.9
Quasi-legitimate 0 0 0 0 0 0
Illegitimate clearly criminal 0 0 1 1.1 4 3.0
Legitimate and quasi-
legi timate 0 0 1 1.1 0 0
Unknown 5 6.3 20 21.7 51 38.1
Totals 79 92 134
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TABLE 12
SOURCE AND LEVEL OF INCOME FAMILY—ALL GANG BOYS
Responses Number Percent
ADC or other welfare only 51 16.7
Professional or managerial 2 0.6
Clerical and sales 1 0.3
Craftsmen, foremen 11 3.6
Operatives and kindred 1 0.3
Private household workers 9 3.0






No information 130 42.6
Totals 305 100.0
TABLE 13
SOURCE AND LEVEL OF INCOME FAMILY—(SANG BOYS BY AREA
Responses Wests!de Near South Near North
ADC or other welfare only 28 35.5 13 14.1 10 7.5
Professional or managerial 1 1.3 0 0 1 .7
Clerical or sales 0 0 1 1.1 0 0
Craftsmen, foremen 1 1.3 8 8.7 2 1.5
Operative and kindred 0 0 0 0 1 .7
Private household worker 0 0 6 6.5 3 2.2
Service workers except
private household 2 2.5 4 4.3 2 1.5
Laborers 38 48.1 32 34.8 18 13.5
Unemployed—no apparent or
legal source of income 0 0 0 0. 4 3.0
No information 9 11.4 28 30.5 93. 69.4
Totals 79 92 134
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Regardless of areas> it was found that 73*4 percent of the boys were
core members of their gang while 20.0 percent were fringe members (See
Table 14). Therefore 93*4 percent of the boys were considered members
of the gangs. When status in the gang, is examined by geographical areas,
all of the Westside gang boys were either core members or fringe members
89.9 and 10.1 percent, respectively; of the Near South gang boys 81.5
percent were core members and 16.3 percent were fringe members; of the
Near North gang boys 58*2 percent were core members and 28.4 percent
were fringe members. The Near North was the only area in which less
than 80 percent of the gang boys were core members of the gangs. How>
ever, at least 86 percent of the gang boys from each area were core and
fringe members of the gangs.
TABLE 14
DEGREE OF MEMBERSHIP—ALL GANG BOYS
Responses Number Per Cent
Core Member 224 73.4
Fringe Meirtjer 61 20.0
Fringe (non-member) 12 4.0
Non-member (area resident) 8 2.6




DEGREE OF MEMBERSHIP..GANG BOYS BY AREA
Responses Westside Near South Near North
Core Member 71 89.9 75 81.5 78 58.2
Fringe Member 8 10.1 15 16.3 38 28.4
Fringe (non-member) 0 0 1 1.1 11 8.2
Non-member (area resident) 0 0 1 1.1 7 5.2
Non-member (non-area
resident) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 79 100.0 92 100.0 134 100.0
Leadership was divided into three categories: formal-informal
leadership, leadership in delinquent acts and leadership in non¬
delinquent acts. Tables 16 through 21 present the findings in these
regards. In review, findings, it can be assumed that the gangs have a
similar structure of a secondary group. This is to say that the gangs
are organized and have some rules, regulations and functions. All of
the gangs have presidents, other officers and leaders for delinquent and
non-delinquent acts. It is significant to point out here that less
than 30 percent of all the boys were considered as independent; able to
stand alone and withstand group pressure (See Table 18). The same
statements hold true when leadership is examined by geographical areas.
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TABLE 16
FORMAL.INFORMAL LEADERSHIP-ALL GANG BOYS
Responses Number Percent
President, office designated by
group 11 3.6
President and most powerful leader 14 4.6
Other official office 20 6.5
Other official office and most
powerful leader 6 2.0
No official office 229 75.1
No official office but most
powerful leader 25 8.2
Totals 305 100.0
TABLE 17
FORMAL.INFORMAL LEADERSHIP-GANG BOYS BY AREA
Responses Westside Near South Near North
President, office
designated by group 8 10.1 2 2.2 1 .7
President and most
powerful leader 8 10.1 3 3.3 3 2.2
Other Official office 4 5.1 11 11.9 5 3.7
Other official office and
most powerful leader 2 2.5 4 4.3 0 0
No official office 50 63.3 69 75.0 10 82.1
No official office but
most powerful leader 7 8.9 3 3.3 15 11.3
Totals 79 100.0 92 100.0 134 100.0
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TABLE 18
LEADERSHIP.DELINQ.UENT ACTS—ALL GANG BOYS
Responses Number Percent
Leader, always or most of the time 63 20.7
Follower, always or most of the time 126 41.3
Independent, stand by self, able to
withstand group pressure 78 25.6
Leader and follower, lead sometimes
and follow sometimes neither more
frequent than the other 35 11.4
No information 3 1.0
Totals 305 100.0
TABLE 19
LEADERSHIP.DELINQUENT ACT$..GANG BOYS BY AREA
Responses Westside Near South Near North
Leader, always or most
of the time 28 35.5 17 18.5 18 13.5
Follower, always or most
of the time
Independent, stand by
34 43.0 35 38.0 57 42.5
self, able to withstand
group pressure 9 11.4 23 25.0 46 34.3
Leader and follower lead
sometimes and follows
sometime neither more
frequent than other 8 10.1 15 16.3 12 9.0
No information 0 0 2 2.2 1 0.7
Totals 79 100.0 92 100.0 134 100.0
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TABLE 20
LEADERSHlP..NON.OELINaUENT ACTS-.TOTAL GANG BOYS
Responses Number Percent
Leaderf always or most of the time 51 16.7
Follower, always or most of the time 138 45.2
Independent, stand by self, able to
withstand group pressure 65 21.3
Leader and follower, lead sometimes
and follower sometimes neither more
frequently than the other 46 15.1
No information 5 1.7
Totals 305 100.0
TABLE 21
LEA0ERSHIP..N0N.0ELINaUENT ACTS..GANG BOYS BY AREA
Responses Westside Near South Near North
Leader, always or most
of the time 17 21.5 18 19.6 16 12.0
Follower, always or most
of the time 38 48.1 35 38.1 65 48.5
Indqaendent, stand by self,
able to withstand group
pressure 9 11.4 15 16.3 41 30.0
Leader and follower lead
sometimes and follower
sometimes neither more
frequently than the other 15 19.0 20 21.7 11 8.2
No information 0 0 4 4.3 1 .7
Totals 79 100.0 92 100.0 134 100.0
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Gang Boys' Contact with Legal Authorities
The contact of the gang boys with legal authorities is presented
in order to provide a rough index of the official delinquent tendencies
of the gang boys in the study. It is expected that the findings will
be supportive of the labeling of these gangs as delinquent.
Findings on questions concerning police arrest, court and jail
are presented in Tables 22-27. Only 7.1 percent of these boys had
never been arrested (See Table 22), only 20.0 percent had never had a
trial (See Table 24) and 43.6 percent had never gone to jail (See Table
26). When contact with legal authorities is examined by geographical
area, the majority of the boys had been arrested from 1 to 3 times.
Over a 75 percent majority of the boys from all areas had been
arrested at one time or another (See Table 23). A two-thirds majority
had gone to court at least one time. However, the Westside gangs boys
and the Near North gang boys were the only groups in which a majority
of the boys had spent some time in jail. The Near South gang boys were
the only group in which a majority of the boys had never spent time in
jai 1.
TABLE 22
POLICE ARREST WITHOUT COURT — ALL GANG BOYS
Responses Number Percent
Never 24 7.8
Few (1-3 times) 182 59.7
Several (More than 3 times) 99 32.5




POLICE ARREST WITHOUT COURT-GANG BOYS BY AREA
Responses Westside Near' South Near North
Never 5 6.3 13 14.1 6 4.5
Few (1«3 times) 58 72.4 55 59.8 69 51.5
Several (more than 3 times) 16 20.3 24 26.1 59 44.0
No response 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
Tota Is 79 100.0 92 100.0 134 100.0
TABLE 24
NUMBER OF TRIALS REGARDLESS OF OUTCOME OR COURT IN
WHICH HELD—ALL GANG BOYS
Responses Number Percent
Never 61 20.0
Few (1-3 times) 188 61.6
Several (more than 3 times) 61 18.4
No response 0 0.0
Totals 305 100.0
TABLE 25
NUMBER OF TRIALS REGARDLESS OF OUTCOME OR COURT
WHICH HELD—GANG BOYS BY AREA
IN
Responses Westside Near South Near North
Never 14 17.7 25 27.2 22 16.4
Few (1-3 times) 56 70.9 52 56.5 80 59.7
Several (more than 3 times) 9 11.4 15 16.3 32 23.0
No response 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
79 100.0 92 100.0 134 100.0Totals
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TABLE 26




Few (1-3 times) 139 45.6
Several (more than 3 times) 31 10.2
No response 2 0.6
Total 305 100.0
TABLE 27
JAIL: NUMBER OF TIMES AFTER CONVICTION BY A COURT-
GANG BOYS BY AREA
Responses Westside Near South Near North
Never 32 40.0 49 53.3 52 38.7
Few (1-3 times) 43 54.4 35 38.0 61 45.7
Several (more than 3 times) 3 3.8 8 8.7 20 14.9
No response 1 1.3 0 0.0 1 0.7
Totals 79 100.0 92 100.0 134 100.0
CHAPTER III
PARTICIPATION IN DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR
The implicit conception of the juvenile gang which most people
seem to unconsciously adopt is that of a gang composed of a number of
individuals with the entire existence of each individual equally bound
up with the delinquent behavior of the gang. Therefore, all are equal
participants, as members of the gang, in socially deviant behavior in
which any member of the gang is a participant* Support for this des¬
cription of the gang in terms of an all inclusive, all participating
group of individuals are found in the two prominent notions in the cur¬
rent thinking of delinquency causation (subcultural and status depriva¬
tion),'
If this be the case, then there should be behaviors which can be
designated as group behaviors. That is to say behaviors that are sanc¬
tioned by the group and characteristic of the group. Also, there should
Albert K, Cohen, Delinquent Boys: The Culture of the Gang (Glencoe,
Illinois: Free Press, 1955); Albert Cohenand James F. Short, Jr., “Re¬
search in Delinquent Subcultures," The Journal of Social Issues. XIV
(1958), 25-37; Richard A, Cloward and Lloyd E. Ohlin, Delinquency and
Opportunity: A Theory of Delinquent Gangs (Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press,
i960); Walter Miller, “Lower Class Culture as a Generating Milieu of
Gang Delinquency," The Journal of Social Issues, XIV (1959), 5-19;
Clifford Shaw and Henry McKay, Juvenile Delinquency and Urban Areas
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1942); Clifford Shaw. Brothers
In Crime (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938).
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be designated patterns (kinds) of behaviors in which a group will parti¬
cipate and others that It would not participate, taking other variables
into consideration.
With the preceeding statements in mind, the researcher developed
the following typology to be used in determining the extent to which
there exists similarities in participation of behaviors by gang boys
from three areas of the city of Chicago. Participation was divided into
three categories: (l) low participation — less than thirty percent of
the gang boys; (2) moderate participation — at least thirty percent of
the gang boys but less than sixty percent of the gang boys; (3) high
participation ~ sixty percent or more of the gang boys. The division
was based on the assumptions that (a) a low percentage of participation
would indicate a behavior that is not a group behavior nor is it strongly
influenced by the group, (b) a moderate percentage of participation
would indicate a behavior that is strongly influenced by the group but
not necessarily a group behavior, (c) a high percentage of participation
would indicate a behavior that is both strongly influenced by the group
and a group behavior.
The behaviors were ranked in each category fay percentages for the
total number of boys in the study. These behaviors were then used as
model (control) behaviors to show the similarities in participation by
geographical area. To get at the participation by geographical area,
the behaviors were ranked in each category for all gang boys in each of
the areas regardless of the individual gangs to which they belonged.
Then the behaviors were ranked according to individual gangs in each of
the areas
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Comparison of Behavioral Participation in terms of
Categorical Ranks
The Low Participation Category
Of the forty-nine behaviors listed on the cjuestionnaire* twenty-
one of these behaviors ranked in the low participation category for all
of the gang boys (See Table 28).
TABLE 28








Peeping Tom 80 26.1
Smoking Pot 64 21.0
Robbery-armed* use of weapons 61 20.0
Buying or selling marijuana 58 19.0
Drunk Driving 54 17.0
Pimping 42 13.7
Illegitimate Child 41 13.4
Arson 36 11.8
Buying or selling narcotics 25 8.5
Homosexual Activity 22 7.2
Abandonment or non-support 18 5.9
Rape: Intercourse without consent 15 4.9
Common Law Marriage 12 4.0
Use of hard narcotics 10 3.3






When low participation is examined by geographical area* the
Westside gang boys had 27 behaviors to rank in this category. The Near
South gang boys had 24 behaviors to rank in this category. The Near
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North gang boys had 16 behaviors that ranked In this category. Tables
29-31 present the designated behaviors and the percentage of participa¬
tion for the gang boys in each of the areas.
TABLE 29








Peeping Tom 19 24.0
Strong Arm 18 22.3
Run away from home 16 20.2
Illegitimate Child 12 15.8
Robbery-armed, use of weapons 10 12.6
Perjury 10 12.6
Driving without operator's license 9 11.4
Pimping 9 11.4
Offered Protection 7 8.9
Auto Theft 5 6.3
Suicide 4 5.0
Abandonment or non-support 3 3.8
Buying or selling marijuana 3 3.8
Use of hard narcotics 3 3.8
Smoking Pot 3 3.8
Common Law Marriage 3 3.8
Buying or selling narcotics 2 2.5
Rape: intercourse without consent








Homosexual Activity 0 0.0
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TABLE 30
BEHAVIORS THAT RANKED IN LOW PARTICIPATION CATEGORY







Run away from Home 23 25.0
Auto Theft 20 21.7
Strong Arm 18 19.5
Smoking Pot 17 18.5
Driving without operator's license 16 17.4
Illegitimate Child 13 14.1
Peeping Tom 14 16.3
Buying or Selling Marijuana 13 14.1
Bribery 11 11.9
Drunk Driving 11 11.9
Robbery (armed use of weapons) 8 8.7
Homosexual Activity 7 7.6
Rape: Intercourse without consent 7 7.6
Arson 6- 6.5
Buying or Selling Narcotics 5 5.4
Common Law Marriage 5 5.4
Abandonment or Non-support






Suicide or attempted 0 0.0
Use of Hard Narcotics 0 0.0
BEHAVIORS THAT
TABLE 31
RANKED IN LOW PARTICIPATION CATEGORY
NEAR NORTH GANG BOYS
Number Percent
Behaviors Participatinq Participatinq
Drunk Driving 34 25.4









Buying or selling narcotics 18 13.4
Illegitimate Child 16 11.9
Homosexual Activity 15 11.2
Abandonment or non-support 11 8.2
Pimping 8 5.9
Use of hard narcotics 7 5.2
Rape: intercourse without consent
Lottery: selling, buying tickets.
6 4.4
etc. 5 3.7





Table 32 shows the similarities of participation in
ranked in the low participation category for all areas.
TABLE 32




Behaviors Westside Near South Near North
Arson Yes Yes Yes
Abandonment or non-support Yes Yes Yes
Bribery Yes Yes No
Buying or selling narcotics Yes Yes Yes
Buying or selling marijuana Yes Yes No
Common Law Marriage Yes Yes Yes
Drunk Driving Yes Yes Yes
Forgery Yes Yes Yes
Homicide Yes Yes Yes
Homosexua1 Ac tivity Yes Yes Yes
Illegitimate Child Yes Yes Yes
Lottery: Selling, buying
tickets, etc. Yes Yes Yes
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TABLE 32—»(Cont1nued)
Behaviors Westside Near South Near North
Pimping Yes Yes Yes







weapons Yes Yes No
Smoking Pot Yes Yes No
Sodomy Yes Yes Yes
Suicide Yes Yes Yes
The Westside gang boys had low participation ranks on all behaviors
that were listed for all gang boys. In addition to those behaviors,
there were low participation ranks on six other behaviors — shakedown,
strong arm, run away from home, driving without a license, offered
protection and auto theft.
The Near South gang boys had low participation ranks on all behav¬
iors listed for all gang boys except perjury (moderate rank). Auto
theft, strong arm, driving without a license and run away from home
were the four other behaviors that received a low participation rank.
The Near North gang boys had low participation ranks on fewer
behaviors that v»ere listed for all gang boys than any of the other
areas; only 15 out of 21. Bribery, buying or selling marijuana, perjury,
peeping tom and smoking pot ranked in the moderate participation cate¬
gory. Gang bang was the only other behavior not listed for all gang
boys that received the low participation rank.
In view of the difference in the number of behaviors that ranked
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in this category for each area, the findings tend to suggest that there
is a difference in participation for the areas* However^ the t-test
of significance shows that there is no significance of difference between
areas in terms of participation. Because of the nature of the data and
the purposive selected sample, the relevance of any statistical test of
significance may be questioned.
The Moderate Participation Category
Of the forty-nine behaviors listed on the questionnaire, thirteen
of these behaviors ranked in the moderate participation category for
all gang boys (See Table 33) for behaviors and percentages. When moder¬
ate participation is examined by geographical areas, the Westside gang
boys had four behaviors to rank in this category. The Near South gang
boys had eight behaviors to rank in this category. The Near North gang
boys had sixteen behaviors that ranked in this category. Tables 34-37
present the designated behaviors and the percentages of participation for
the gang boys by geographical areas.
TABLE 33
BEHAVIORS THAT RANKED IN MODERATE PARTICIPATION CATEGORY
ALL GANG BOYS






Gang Bang "train** 180 59.0
Statutory Rape (intercourse with
consent, girl under 18) 178 58.3
Assault 171 56.1
Fighting, individual (with weapons) 167 54.7
Shakedown 166 54.4
Burglary (break and enter











of a minor 122 40.5
Offered Protection 119 39.0
Auto Theft 113 37.1
















Burglary (break and enter
including auto) 38 48.1
Contributing to delinquency
of a minor 25 31.6
BEHAVIORS THAT RANKED
TABLE 35
IN MODERATE PARTICIPATION CATEGORY








Statutory Rape: intercourse with








Offered Protection 35 38.0
Burglary (break and enter















Offered Protection 77 57.5
Drunk 77 57.5
Driving without operator's license 75 56.0
Bribery
Statutory Rape: intercourse with
71 53.0
consent, girl under 18 64 47.7
Run away from home 63 47.0
Fighting, group (with weapons) 50 37.3
Fighting, individual (with weapons) 45 33.6
Peeping Tom 47 35.1
Smoking Pot 44 32.9
Perjury 44 32.9
Robbery-armed, use of weapons 43 32.2
Buying or selling marijuana
Contributing to delinquency of
42 31.3
a minor 41 30.6
Table 37 shows the similarities of participation in behaviors
that ranked in the moderate participation category for all areas.
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TABLE 37
COMPARATIVE CHART OF BEHAVIORS THAT RANKED IN THE MODERATE
PARTICIPATION CATEGORY
Behaviors Westside Near South Near North
Assault Yes Yes No
Auto Theft No No No
Burglary (break and
enter including auto) Yes Yes No
Driving without operator's
1icense No No Yes
Contributing to delinquency
of a minor Yes No Yes
Fighting, individual (with
weapons) No No Yes
Gang Bang "train" No No No
Offered Protection No Yes Yes
Run away from home No No Yes
Strong arm No No No
The Westside gang boys had only three behaviors that were on the
list for all gang boys to rank in this category. Another behavior,
shoplifting, ranked in the moderate participation category but was not
on the list for all gang boys. All other behaviors except gang bang and
fighting, individual with weapons (high participation) received low
participation ranks.
The Near South gang boys also had only three behaviors (assault,
burglary and offered protection) to rank in the moderate participation
category that were on the list for all gang boys. Truancy, shakedown,
statutory rape, perjury and shoplifting were the other behaviors that
ranked in this category that were not on the list for all gang boys.
Auto theft, driving without a license, run away from home and strong
arm received low participation ranks. Gang bang, fighting (individual
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with weapons) received high participation ranks.
The Near North gang boys had five behaviors that ranked In the
moderate participation category that were on the list for all gang boys.
They were driving without a license, contributing to delinquency of a
minor, fighting (individual with weapons), offered protection and run
away from home. The behaviors of auto theft, assault, strong arm and
burglary received high participation ranks for the Near North gang boys
but low ranks for all of the gang boys. The Near North gang boys had
more behaviors to receive the moderate participation rank than any of
the other areas. Group fighting with weapons, individual fighting
without weapons, smoking pot, perjury, robbery, buying or selling mari>
juana and peeping tom were behaviors that ranked in this category that
were not on the list for all gang boys.
Findings tend to suggest that there is a difference in the parti*
cipation of behaviors for the areas. There are differences in the number
of behaviors participated in as well as the kind of behaviors. However,
the t*test of significance showed that there is no significance of differ*
ence in participation between the areas.
High Participation Category
Of the forty*n1ne behaviors listed on the questionnaire, eighteen
(18) of these behaviors ranked in the high participation category for the
total gang boys (See Table 40 for the behaviors and the percentage of
participation). When high participation is examined by geographical
area, the Westside gang boys had 18 behaviors to rank in this category.
The Near South gang boys had 17 behaviors that ranked in this category.
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The Near North gang boys also had 17 behaviors to rank in this category.
Tables 41 to 44 present the designated behaviors and the percentage of
participation for the areas.
TABLE 38








Using Alcohol (beer, wine, whiskey) 258 84.6
Playing Cards for money 233 76.4
Fighting (Group without weapons)
Buying and Selling (beer, wine.
232 76.1
whiskey) 230 75.4
Theft except shoplifting 224 73.4
Shooting Dice for money 223 73.1
Fighting (individual without weapons) 222 72.8
Carrying concealed weapons 214 70.2
Creating public disturbance 213 69.8
Vanda 1ism 209 68.5
Truancy 208 68.2
Penny Pitching 204 66.9
Drunk 194 63.6
Fighting (group with weapons) 188 61.6
Shoplifting 183 60.0
TABLE 39








Fighting (group without weapons) 73 92.4
Gang Bang (train) 72 91.2
Statutory Rape 72 91.2









Creating public disturbance 67 84.8
Fighting (individual with weapons) 66 75.9
Playing cards for money
Buying or selling (beer, w1ne»
60 75.9
whiskey) 59 74.7
Shooting Dice 57 72.1
Truancy 57 72.1
Vandalism 56 70.9
Theft except shoplifting 55 69.6
Using Alcohol (beer, wine, whiskey) 51 64.5
Penny Pitching 48 60.7
Fighting (group with weapons) 67 84.8
TABLE 40
BEHAVIORS THAT RANKED IN HIGH PARTICIPATING CATEGORY






Fighting group (without weapons) 80 86.9
Using Alcohol (beer, wine, whiskey) 79 85.9
Gang Bang "train" 74 80.4
Fighting, group (with weapons) 71 77.2
Shooting Dice 70 76.1








Carrying concealed weapons 63 68.5
Theft, except shoplifting 63 68.5
Playing cards for money 62 67.4
Fighting, Individual (with weapons) 61 66.3
Creating public disturbance 59 64.1











Using Alcohol (beer, wine, whiskey) 128 95.5
Loitering 127 94.8
Playing cards for money 111 82.1
TheH, except shoplifting 106 79.1
Buying and selling (beer, wine,
whiskey) 102 76.1
Strong arm 99 73.8
Shoplifting 98 73.1
Vandalism 98 73.1
Burglary (break and enter
including auto) 97 72.3




Auto Theft 88 65.6
Creating public disturbance 87 64.9
Carrying concealed weapons 86 64.2
Penny Pitching 81 60.4
Table 42 shows the similarities of participation in behaviors
that ranked in the high participation category for all areas.
The Westside gang boys had high participation ranks on all
behaviors listed for all gang boys with the exception of shoplifting
(moderate participation). Two other behaviors, gang bang and individual
fighting with weapons, received this rank but were not on the list for
all gang boys.
The Near South gang boys had high participation ranks on all
behaviors listed for all gang boys except shoplifting and truancy
(moderate ranks). Gang bang, individual fighting with weapons and
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contributing to delinquency of a minor were the other behaviors that
ranked in this category and were not on the list for all gang boys.
TABLE 42
COMPARATIVE CHART OF BEHAVIORS THAT RANKED IN THE HIGH
PARTICIPATION CATEGORY
Behaviors Westside Near South Near North
Buying and selling beer,
wine, whiskey Yes Yes Yes
Carrying concealed weapons Yes Yes Yes
Creating public disturbance Yes Yes Yes
Fighting, group (with
weapons) Yes Yes No
Fighting, individual (with
out weapons) Yes Yes No
Loitering Yes Yes Yes
Drunk Yes Yes No
Penny Pitching Yes Yes Yes
Playing cards for money Yes Yes Yes
Shoplifting No No Yes
Shooting Dice Yes Yes Yes
Theft, except shoplifting Yes Yes Yes
Truancy Yes No Yes
Use of Alcohol Yes Yes Yes
Vandalism Yes Yes Yes
The Near North gang boys had high participation ranks on 12 of
the behaviors listed for all gang boys. Fighting, group with weapons,
fighting, group without weapons, drunk and fighting individual without
weapons received the moderate participation rank. Four other behaviors
not listed for all gang boys ranked in this category«-strong arm, burg>
lary, assault and auto theft.
Again, the findings based on categorical ranks tend to suggest
that there is a difference in the participation of behaviors between the
areas. The t«test of significance showed that there is no significance
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of difference in participation between the areas.
Comparison of Participation in Behaviors that were
Considered Group Behaviors
The focal concern of this section is the behaviors that ranked
as high participation behaviors for the area gang boys. It is these
behaviors that are thought to be sanctioned by the area gang boys and
characteristic of the area gangs* and therefore* considered by the inves¬
tigator as "group behaviors". The following discussion and tables pre¬
sent an analysis of participation in "group behaviors" for individual
gangs within each geographical area. The behaviors that ranked as
"group behaviors" for the area were used as model (control) behaviors
to show the similarities in participation by the individual gangs in
that area.
WESTSIDE GANGS
There were four gangs in the Westside area: Junior Vice Lords
(17 members* mean age 19); Midget Vice Lords (19 members* mean age
15.05); Roman Saints (26 members* mean age 15.35); Senior Albany Lords
(17 members* mean age 17.71).
There were 18 behaviors that ranked as group behaviors for the
Westside area. Of these behaviors* 16 ranked as group behaviors for the
Junior Vice Lords. Playing cards for money and using alcohol ranked
as behaviors influenced by the gang (moderate participation). For the
Midget Vice Lords* 17 of these behaviors ranked as group behaviors.
Using alcohol ranked as a behavior not influenced by the gang (low
participation). For the Roman Saints* 16 of these behaviors ranked as
group behaviors. Vandalism and penny pitching ranked as behaviors
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influenced by the gang (moderate participation). For the Senior Albany
Lords* only 12 of these behaviors rard<ed as group behaviors* Drunk*
shooting dice* truancy* vandalism ranked as behaviors influenced by the
gang (moderate participation). Theft and penny pitching ranked as behavi¬
ors not influenced by the gang (low participation). See Table 43 for
the list of behaviors and the percentage of participation for the Westside
gangs.
NEAR SOUTH GANGS
There were four gangs in this area: Junior Rebels (24 members*
mean age 17*04); Junior Nobles (18 members* mean age 17*44); Clover
Vipers (29 members* mean age 16*90); Senior Rebels (21 members* mean
age 18).
There were 17 behaviors that ranked as group behaviors for the
Near South area. Of these 17 behaviors* 10 ranked as group behaviors
for the Junior Rebels. Penny pitching* loitering* carrying concealed
weapons* playing cards for money* fighting individual with weapons and
creating public disturbance ranked as behaviors influenced by the gang
(medium participation). Fighting individual without weapons ranked as
a behavior not influenced by the gang (low participation). For the
Junior Nobles* 10 of the behaviors ranked as group behaviors. Gang
bang* buying and selling alcohol* vandalism* theft* playing cards for
money and contributing to the delinquency of a minor ranked as behaviors
influenced by the gang (medium participation). For the Clover Vipers*
16 of these behaviors ranked as group behaviors* Contributing to the
delinquency of a minor ranked as a behavior not influenced by the gang
(low participation). For the Senior Rebels* 14 of these behaviors ranked
TABLE 43
GROUP BEHAVIORS FOR INDIVIDUAL GANGS..WESTSIDE GANGS
(79)









weapons 15 88.3 18 94.7 25 96.2 17 100.0
Fighting group without
weapons 14 82.4 15 78.9 21 80.8 16 94.1
Gang bang 16 94.1 18 94.7 25 96.2 13 76.5
Statutory Rape 15 88.3 18 94.7 26 100.0 13 76.5
Carrying Concealed Weapons 15 88.3 18 94.7 21 80.8 16 94.1
Loitering 14 82.4 18 94.7 22 84.6 16 94.1
Creating public disturbance 17 100.0 18 94.7 17 65.4 15 88.3
Fighting group with weapons 15 88.3 17 89.5 24 92.3 17 100.0
Drunk 17 100.0 16 84.2 21 80.8 10 58.8
Fighting individual with
weapons 14 82.4 15 78.9 16 61.5 16 94.1
Playing cards for money 9 52.9 16 84.2 22 84.6 13 76.5
Buying and selling beer,
wine or whiskey 12 70.6 13 68.4 18 69.2 16 94.1
Shooting dice for money 11 64.7 15 78.9 22 84.6 9 52.9
Truancy 12 70.6 18 94.7 21 80.8 6 35.3
Vanda 1ism 16 64.1 17 89.5 13 50.0 10 58.8
Theft other than shoplifting 13 76.5 17 89.5 22 84.6 3 17.6
Using Alcohol 9 52.9 2 10.5 21 80.8 17 100.0
Penny Pitching 15 88.3 19 100.0 14 53.8 0 0.0
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as group behaviors. Vandalsim, playing cards for money and fighting
individual with weapons ranked as behaviors influenced by the gang
(medium participation). See Table 44 for the list of behaviors and
the percentage of participation for the Near South gangs.
NEAR NORTH GANGS
There were four gangs in the Near North area; Vikings (22 members,
mean age 16.86); 911 Club Prophets (42 members, mean age 18.57); Junior
Playboys (32 members, mean age 16.25); Senior Playboys (38 members,
mean age I8.58).
There were 17 behaviors that ranked as group behaviors for the
Near North area. Of these 17 behaviors, 11 ranked as group behaviors
for the Vikings. Playing cards for money, shooting dice, shakedown,
assault and penny pitching ranked as behaviors influenced by the gang
(moderate participation). Carrying concealed weapons ranked as a
behavior not influenced by the gang (low participation). For the 911
Club Prophets, only 4 of these behaviors ranked as group behaviors.
They were using alcohol, loitering, buying and selling alcohol and play*
ing cards for money. All other behaviors ranked as behaviors influenced
by the gang (moderate participation) with the exception of burglary,
auto theft and carrying concealed weapons. These behaviors ranked as
behaviors not influenced by the gang (low participation). For the Junior
Playboys, 16 of these behaviors ranked as group behaviors. Creating
public disturbance ranked as a behavior influenced by the gang (moder¬
ate participation). For the Senior playboys, all 17 behaviors listed
for the Near North Area ranked as group behaviors. See Table 45 for the
list of behaviors and the percentage of participation for the Near North
TABLE 44
GROUP BEHAVIORS FOR INDIVIDUAL GANGS—NEAR SOUTH GANGS
(92)
Junior Rebels Junior Nobles Clover Vipers Senior Rebels
Behaviors (24) (18) (29) (21)
Fighting group without weapons 19 79.2 16 88.9 29 100.0 16 76.2
Using Alcohol 18 75.0 13 72.2 28 96.6 20 95.2
Gang Bang 23 95.8 6 33.4 27 93.1 18 85.7
Fighting group with weapons 19 79.2 16 88.9 28 96.6 16 76.2
Shooting dice for money
Buying and selling beer, wine
15 62.5 11 61.1 26 89.7 18 85.7
whiskey
Fighting individual without
15 62.5 9 50.0 28 96.6 17 81.0
weapons 5 20.8 17 94.4 27 93.1 20 95.2
Penny Pitching 14 58.3 14 77.8 25 86.2 15 71.4
Loitering 11 45.8 12 66.7 24 82.7 20 95.2
Vandalism 17 70.8 10 55.6 18 62.1 10 47.6
Drunk 15 62.5 12 66.7 21 72.4 16 76.2
Carrying concealed weapons 13 54.2 14 77.8 22 75.9 14 66.7
Theft other than shoplifting
Fighting individual with
18 75.0 7 38.9 22 75.9 17 81.0
weapons 13 54.2 14 77.8 23 79.3 11 52.4
Playing cards for money 13 54.2 7 38.9 29 100.0 12 57.1
Creating public disturbances
Contributing to delinquency
14 58.4 11 61.1 19 65.5 14 66.7
of a minor 20 83.3 8 44.4 1 3.4 17 81.0
TABLE 45
GROUP BEHAVIORS FOR INDIVIDUAL GANGS..NEAR NORTH GANGS
(134)
Vikings 911 Club Prophets Junior Playboys Senior Playboys
Behaviors (22)(42)(32)(38)
Using Alcohol 21 95.4 36 85.7 32 100.0 38 100.0
Loitering 19 86.4 39 92.9 32 100.0 37 97.4
Playing Cards for money
Theft other than shop-
14 63*6 29 69.0 31 96.9 37 97.4
lifting
Buying and selling beer
19 86.4 22 52.4 31 96.9 34 89.5
wine, whiskey 19 86.4 26 61.9 24 75.0 23 60.5
Strong arm 17 77.3 19 45.3 28 87.5 32 84.2
Shoplifting 16 72.7 24 57.1 21 65.6 37 97.4
Vandalism 13 59.1 14 33.3 32 100.0 37 97.4
Burglary 16 72.7 12 28.6 32 100.0 37 97.4
Shooting dice for money 10 45.4 17 40.5 31 96.9 38 100.0
Truancy 16 72.7 16 38.1 32 100.0 32 84.2
Shakedown 11 50.0 17 40.5 32 100.0 35 92.1
Assault 13 59.1 14 33.3 31 96.9 36 94.7
Auto Theft 14 63.6 10 23.8 31 96.9 33 86.9
Carrying concealed weapons 6 27.3 12 28.6 30 93.8 33 86.9
Penny Pitching 9 40.9 14 33.3 31 96.9 32 84.2
Creating public disturbance 16 72.7 20 47.6 14 43.7 37 97.4
gangs
The findings tend to indicate that there is no significance of
difference in participation of behaviors between gangs in the same area.
This finding is based on the t-test of significance.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Three hundred and five gang boys from three areas of the city of
Chicago were studied to determine the similarities in their participa*
tion of various delinquent behaviors. It was assumed that variations
in participation of behaviors by the gang boys were influenced by geo¬
graphical areas; that gang boys from the same area would exhibit greater
similarities between behaviors participated in and the amount of parti¬
cipation; that older gangs would differ in the type of offense in which
they participated.
Forty-nine behaviors were listed on the questionnaire with response
choices, relative to participation, of yes and no, or never, few and
many. All responses were collapsed into participation and no participa¬
tion. The percentage of participation was calculated for all behaviors
for all gang boys, for gang boys by area and for each gang separately.
Based on the percentage of participation the behaviors were divided
into three categories: (1) low participation—behaviors not influenced
by the gang; (2) moderate participation—behaviors influenced by the
gang but not necessarily group behaviors, and (3) high participation-
behaviors influenced by the gang and group behaviors. This assumed
typology was used as the model for showing the similarities in partici¬
pation for the area gang boys and gangs.
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The following table summarizes the findings on the number of
behaviors that ranked In each of the categories for all gang boys and
for each areas
Category A11 Gangs Westside Near South Near North
Low Participation 20 27 24 16
Moderate Partici¬
pation 13 4 8 16
High Participation 16 18 17 17
The findings did not suggest a definite patterning of behaviors
that ranked In either of the categories for all gang boys or for the
areas. However^ there was a strong Indication that most of the serious
criminal behaviors (robbery, homicide, rape, forgery and bribery) ranked
as behaviors not Influenced by the group or behaviors Influenced by the
group but not as group behaviors. Few serious criminal behaviors ranked
as group behaviors for all gang boys and for area gang boys.
There were greater similarities In participation of behaviors
that ranked In the low participation category for all areas than for
any other category. There were only three behaviors of the 16 listed
for all gang boys as group behaviors that ranked as group behaviors for
all areas. The Westside and the Near North had 11 of the same behaviors
to rank as group behaviors.
However, the Westside and the Near South areas tended to have more
of the same behaviors that received the same rank than any other combina¬
tion of the areas. The Near North area tended to have more of the seri¬
ous behaviors to rank In the moderate and high participation categories.
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Contrary to the findings based on the ranking of behaviors, the t»test
of significance showed that there was no significance of difference In
participation between the areas. Because of the nature of the data and
the purposive selected sample, the researcher will not draw any definite
conclusions as to the validity of either finding.
In regard to participation and the Individual gangs from the areas,
only the behaviors that received high participation ranks for the areas
were studied. The findings tend to indicate that the behaviors that
ranked as group behaviors for the areas also ranked as group behaviors
for each gang In those areas. The 911 Club of the Near North area
deviated significantly from the other gangs In that area. Only three of
17 behaviors ranked as group behaviors. This might explain the differ¬
ence between the Near North area and the other areas In terms of parti¬
cipation in serious criminal behaviors.
From the analysis of the data It can be concluded that variations
In participation was Influenced by the geographical areas. According
to the findings shown by the t-test, there was no significance of differ¬
ence in participation between the areas. The variation in terms of the
type of offense proved inconclusive.
Nevertheless, the researcher would like to point out that the full
implication of the findings of the study for delinquency and subcultural
theory cannot be adequately assessed because of the nature of the data,
the sampling method, and the exploratory nature of the technique used
to analyze the data. The typology used in the study would have provided
more fruitful results with a smaller population of gang boys and gangs.
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with greater control of response categories and with more control of
other variables as personality traits of the gang boys involved includ¬
ing motivation and values and personal characteristics such as age and
family background.
APPENDIX





















2. Age in years at latest birthdate







4. Police: Station adjustments arrested and brought to station
released without going to court
Never 4-0
Few (1-3 times) 1
Several (more than 3) 2
5. Court: Number of trial regardless of the outcome or court
in which held.
Never .5*0
Few (1-3 times) 1
Several (more than 3) 2
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686.Jail: Interested in number of times after conviction by a court.
Never 6>0
Few (1-3 times) 1
Several (more than 3) 27.Formal-informal leadership:
President-an official office
designated by the group 7*1
President and most powerful
leader 2
Other official office 3
Other official and most
powerful leader 4
No official office 5
No official but most powerful
leader 68.Leadership—Delinquent acts:
Leader-always or most of the
time. 8-1
Follower-always or most of the
time 2
Independent (stand by self,
able to withstand group
pressure). 3
No information.. 4
Leader and follower (leads
sometimes, follows other times,
neither one more frequently
than the other) 59.Leadership—Non-delinquent acts:
Leader-always or most of the
time 9>1
Follower-always or most of
the time 2
Independent (stand by self,
able to withstand group pres¬
sure) 3
No information 4
Leader and follower (leads
sometimes, follows other times,
neither one more frequently than
the other) 5
6910,Major use of time—Boy:
Full-time employed. 10-1
Part-time employed & unemployed... 2
School full tloie. 3
School full time & part-time
employed 4
Unemployed: doing nothing... 511,Source and Level of income. Family:
A.D.C. or other welfare only 11-1
Professional and managerial 2
Clerical and sales 3
Craftsman, foreman 4
Operatives and kindred 5
Private household workers......... 6
Service workers (except 6) 7
Laborers 8
Unemployed (no apparent or
legal source of Income) 912.Source of level of income. Family:
Legl timate 12-1
Q.uas1-leg1timate (store-front).... 2
Churches or other "professionals"
Illegitimate (clearly criminal)... 3
1 and 3 413.Extent of employment. Family:
Full time 13**!
Retired (social security or
pension) 2
Part time (itinerant, never fully
employed for any length of time).. 3
Welfare all Income A.O.C 4
Part Income welfare, other Ille¬
gitimate 5
Part Income welfare, other
legal 6
14. Primary sources of Income, boy:
Where does he usually get most of his money?
Family allowance 14-1
Part time work 2
Full timework..... * 3
Delinquent acts 4
1 and 2 5
1 and 4. 6
2 and 4 7
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3 and 4 8
Sponges off other boys or broke... 9
Unknown X
15. Frequency of worker contact:
See and talk with almost every
time worker Is In the area 15-1
See and talk with but not fre>
quently, at least once a week.... 2
Seldom or almost never. At the
most three times a month 3
16. Closeness of worker's relations:
Close confident on virtually all
matters of Importance to boy.....l6»l
Good rapport, frequently tells
personal things and seeks advice. 2
Seldom or never relates personal
things or seeks advice........... 3
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Part II













21. Burglary (break and enter. Including autos)
No 21-0
Few 1
Many (over 3)... 2








24. Buying or selling narcotics
No 24-0
Yes 1





26, "Comnon Law" Marriage
No 26-0
Yes 1
27» Contributing to delinquency of a minor
No 27-0
Yes 1






























































4l. 11legitimate chi 1d
No 41-0
Yes 1











































49. Rape: intercourse without consent
No 49-0
Yes 1














































59. Suicide or attempted suicide
No 59-0
Yes 1
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